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Our second newsletter brings you information on 12 new colours added to the pre-
dyed range as well as information from other weavers. 

Happy New Year from Lin and Matty 
All the blues… 
Six subtle shades of blue have been added to the pre-dyed range of colours. It is really difficult to capture 

these accurately in print but we are very excited about the fine quality of variation across the range. What 

do you think of them?  We would love to hear your feedback on developing ranges of shades within the 

same colour.  

           

Sky blue1   Sky blue 2   Sky blue 3   Sky blue 4   Sky blue 5   Sky blue 6 

0027            0028            0029           0030            0031           0032 
 

New rug weight colours 
Five new rug weight yarns are now available, three rich red/purples and two really useful base colours. 

These will create a rich weave either woven together or in combination with other colours from the 

weaversbazaar range. They will become available in the finer yarn weights very soon. 

           

Violet      Deep Purple    Maroon      Mid Brown      Taupe    

0025            0026            0024           0021            0023           

What’s in and what’s out? 
Weaversbazaar website pre-dyed page has a new traffic light system that shows which colours are in stock 

and which are in the process of being reordered. Any yarns shown as ‘out of stock’ can be pre-ordered as we 

will have them on a four to five week replacement order. We hope this will enhance your use of the website. 

Weaves from the Netherlands 
Jo-Anna Meijer (http://www.atelierdesloep.nl/) in Holland, weaves her tapestries on a high warp loom with 

silk and woolen wefts over cotton warps. The woolen yarns she uses are hand spun and hand dyed. This set 

of weaves has the theme of Saints and Demons, and was inspired by Ethiopian motifs. We were delighted 

that Jo-Anna was happy for us to share them with you and would be delighted to see more from you!  

                                                              
 

 

 

 

Happy Weaving!! 

“Angel with two Saints and 

four Demons” 68 cm x 92 cm 

“Saint casting out a Demon” 

71 cm x 92 cm 

 

“Two Saints attacking a 

Demon”  68 cm x 92 cm 

 


